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COMING IN August 2010....

Pre-Tucson MAGIC SHOW! 

 

Alain Nu’s "Mentalism 2010”  7:00 PM
(FREE to Paid Ring 55 Members $10 all Others)

“Pro Mental Workshop” 5:00PM
($60 per Person Limited Seating)

More details on page 3

Tuesday July 20th 2010 at Electrician's 
Union Hall

(our new regular meeting place)

3232 N. 20th St. just south of Osborn Rd. 
in Phoenix, AZ
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Message From the Prez...
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LAST MONTHS EVENT...
 by Joshua Phillips

Ring 55 June 2010 Ring Report: 

      We had a wonderful time enjoying a lecture from local magician Max 
Krause.  He shared a tremendous amount of clever material with us.  
Highlights include Max’s take on the 9 card problem, a lie detector routine 
using the serial number of a random bill, a visual effect UNHOLY involving a 
transfiguration of holes punched on a bill to reveal a selected card, his 
variation of a one way force deck, and a mentalism effect PREDICTORN.  He 
also shared personal experiences including his first performances while still in 
school and his philosophies of creating innovative and unique magic effects.  
A good time was had by all and we hope to see Max again.



THIS MONTHS LECTURER
The star of the 2005 TLC four part hour-long series, "The Mysterious World of Alain Nu" Alain Nu set the 
record for the longest-running American-made TV mentalism series in the last 30 years. 

 It is not often that he delivers intensive seminars that open you up to his unusual perspective much less 
his trade secrets… BUT on this one special night, Alain plans to crack open the doors of his heart and 
thoughts and allow you to peer inside and experience an understanding of mentalism that will literally 
blow your mind in many different directions! Fewer people know that Alain, outside his television 
successes, also has a rather prolific background in creative mentalism and the development thereof.

Plan to learn some KILLER effects during this lecture, but much more than that, learn Alain’s insights 
about this subject matter and see mentalism from a most unusual yet practical perspective! This is 
indeed a RARE opportunity that you don't want to miss!

This is indeed a RARE opportunity that you don't want to miss! TWO lectures are offered to you on ONE 
DAY:

1) “Mentalism 2010” is the “main lecture” and will highlight reputation-making mentalism effects that Alain 
has put a considerable amount of work into, and hand-picked, mostly from his books Word Work I, Word 
Work II, Any Card…, Astrologic, and Nu Wave Reloaded.

A powerful arsenal will be revealed-- everything from clever to even impromptu Book & Magazine Tests, 
his famous ACAAN (any card at any number) techniques, his revolutionary Zodiac divination principles, 
to his beautiful and simple subtleties re: Equivoque. Also, an amazing glimpse of Alain’s metal bending 
routine (highlighting his STM workshop) will be exhibited (but without explanation).

Manuscripts and products online can be viewed at www.ShopOfSecrets.com All of Alain's $56 (with 
shipping) manuscripts (online price) will be reduced to ONLY $30!!!

In fact ALL of Alain's products that he brings with him will be discounted from their online price!!!

2) “The Pro Mental Workshop” is a more advanced hands-on workshop which takes place just BEFORE 
the lecture (between 5pm and 7pm, so you may have to take off early from work, if interested). Alain is 
one of only a handful of those in his field who has under tremendous odds become truly successful at his 
craft and has nicely integrated this into a lifestyle.

Here, you will be able to get straight answers from direct questions and work to improve your overall 
“mental game” regarding ANY mentalism subject you wish to approach. And because Alain doesn’t have 
enough time to discuss his out-of-print favorites during his main lecture, if you are a true fan of his work, 
he will be spending time talking about a good handful of these old chestnuts (including his out-of-print 
close-up drawing duplication with some of his latest touches!) during this extra-mini session! Anyone who 
knows Alain, knows how he rolls: if you’re still willing to absorb, he starts throwing down the good stuff!

His newest effect is a very interesting book test principal/presentation which is based on Word Work I, 
but more streamlined and elegant, involving an examinable book that can be given away as a souvenir 
after a freely chosen word on a freely chosen page is masterfully revealed! Just wait till you see it! Cost: 
$60 per attendee. BUT here’s the special deal-- each participant gets a GIFT of their choice of ANY ONE 
of Alain’s $50 (normally $56 with shipping) books for FREE!

There must be a minimum of only FIVE interested people to get this going, however, so spread the word, 
and let’s see how many extra people we can bring in for this!

If you were planning to buy stuff at Alain’s lecture anyway—this is an AWESOME DEAL!!!



THESE COMPANIES SUPPORT OUR CLUBTHESE COMPANIES SUPPORT OUR CLUB

www.wizardmagic.com www.easleys.com www.prestomagicstudio.com

Kenton Knepper

www.williamsmagic.comwww.wonderwizards.com

Shawn Greer

www.idealmagic.com

THE LOTA
c/o Leigh Hotz

2950 E Blue Ridge Way
Gilbert AZ, 85298

 NEW HOURS WIZARD MAGIC SHOP
POWER SQUARE MALL, MESA AZ

Most weekdays 4pm to 6pm
Fridays 10am to 3 PM and 
Saturdays 10am to 5 PM 
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